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Electron overheating during field emission from carbon island films
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The paper discusses a possible model of low-field electron emission that could be applicable to carbon island films on silicon. Such films
were recently showed to have emission thresholds as low as 0.4–1.5 V/µm. Discontinuity of the film – and not the presence of field-enhancing
morphological features or low-workfunction spots – seems to be the necessary condition for good emission capability. We suggest a hot-electron
emission model with emission center representing a single isolated nanosized island of sp2 carbon having the properties of a quantum dot.
Quantization of its electron energy spectrum determines electron/phonon decoupling (“phonon bottleneck” effect) and long electron relaxation
times, which makes emission the dominating option for hot electrons of sufficient energy injected in the island. The consequences of this
suggestion are quantitatively considered for typical experimental situation.
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1.

Introduction and problem formulation

In our previous works [1–3], we observed field electron emission with threshold fields as low as 0.4–1.5 V/µm
from island films of graphitic carbon deposited on Si wafers. Comprehensive investigations performed with ∼50
samples did not reveal the presence of either high-aspect morphological features or low-work-function spots, which
excludes employment of many known emission facilitation mechanisms for explanation of the experimental results.
Typically, the films with the best emission properties were composed of sp2 -C islands with lateral size d ≈ 10 nm
and height h ≈ 3 nm. The films were deposited on oxidized Si wafers, so that some of the islands had ohmic
contact with the substrate while others were separated by Schottky barriers. Work function for the islands was
measured by different methods which gave similar values eϕ ≈ 4.7 eV. The difference in work function between
the islands and the surrounding open substrate areas did not exceed 1 eV. We have to suggest a model of low-field
electron emission relevant to this object.
2.
2.1.

Emission model
General scheme

We propose for consideration the following version of hot-electron emission model (Fig. 1). The emission
center (EC) represents one of the carbon islands insulated from the substrate. The island is positively charged,
so that its electric potential relative to the substrate (+φEC ) approximately matches the work function value eϕ.
Hot electrons are injected in the EC from Fermi level of another island that has ohmic contact with the substrate.
Electron transfer via a chain of intermediary islands is also possible. Energy of electrons injected in the EC is
close to the local vacuum level, which secures high probability of their emission. External field applied to the
cathode suffices to remove emitted electrons. This scheme has two obvious weak points.
1) Steady-state maintenance of the EC positive potential and charge needs to be explained. Some, even if
a minor, part of injected hot electrons would fail to be emitted and accumulate. They should be removed from
the EC’s Fermi level against the action of the EC’s own electric field. One possible solution of this problem we
associate with thermoelectric effect, which may have huge magnitude at nanoscale, due to the peculiar character of
phonon drag induced by ballistic phonon flow [4]. This issue is left beyond the limits of this paper and has been
discussed elsewhere [5].
2) Energy relaxation times for hot electrons injected in the EC must be sufficient to allow their ballistic
transport to vacuum boundary and emission. Further discussion addresses this problem.
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F IG . 1. To the mechanism of low-field emission from sp2 carbon island films
2.2.

Hot-electron relaxation slowing

Obstructed energy dissipation processes are a typical feature for many low-dimensional and nanosized objects
with discrete energy spectra. Slowing of hot-electron cooling can be determined by the so-called “phonon bottleneck” effect [6, 7]. If spacing between allowed energy levels exceeds the maximum phonon energy (∼ 35 meV;
given by Debye temperature ΘD ), direct emission of phonons is prohibited, and hot electron relaxation goes via
slower processes. Relaxation times as large as τ = 0.1–1 ns have been observed for semiconductor QDs [8, 9].
This phenomenon attracts substantial interest because of its possible applications in solar batteries, infrared sensors,
etc. Experimental information on electron relaxation rates in graphene and graphitic QDs is not so abundant
(see, for instance in the review [10]). Though, the corresponding effects are expected to be “especially efficient
owing to the unique properties of graphene: fast carrier–carrier scattering dominates over electron–phonon scattering” [10]. Among sp2 -carbon nanomaterials capable of low-field electron emission [11], evidence of suppressed
electron–phonon interaction were reported for NPC [12, 13].
The regarded experimental situation satisfies both main requirements set by the basic theory for realization of
the “phonon bottleneck”. Maximum quantization gaps in energy spectra of QD of the given size (10 × 10 × 3 nm)
were estimated as ≈ 200 meV  kB ΘD (kB is Boltzmann constant). The second condition requires hot electron
density ∼ 1018 /cm3 or higher [7]. In an island of the considered dimensions, this requirement would be fulfilled
for current (in Amps) of injected hot electrons I ≥ 5 · 10−20 /τ – for instance, starting from I = 1 nA for relaxation
time as low as τ = 50 ps.
The presented argumentation allows us to assume that hot electron relaxation time in the studied island films
is much greater than that in bulk materials or continuous films. Consequences of this assumption for the emission
process are discussed below. For quantitative estimates, relaxation time value τ = 1 ns (determined in [8] for
semiconductor QDs) will be used – because of the absence of experimental information more relevant for the
considered object.
2.3.

Electron thermalization and emission

Suppression of electron–phonon interaction could make either emission or scattering at other charge carriers the
most probable option for hot electrons injected in the EC. In the latter case, hot-electron energy will be distributed
among the EC free carriers to increase their temperature Te above the temperature of the lattice. We can roughly
estimate it as:
IφEC τ
Te ≈ 3
,
(1)
2 kB N
where I is the current of injected hot electrons with excessive energy eφEC ; denominator is the heat capacity of
EC electron subsystem expressed via the number of “intrinsic” charge carriers N in the EC. Correct calculation
of this number for a given EC requires knowledge of the density-of-states (DOS) function which is discrete and
depends on the EC shape, dimensions, surface states’ termination, etc [14]. These data are unavailable. For
approximate estimates made for an “average” EC, we will use macroscopic formulae giving a smooth envelope for
DOS functions relating to many different ECs [14]. For similar reason, we will use the simplest DOS formula for
single-layer graphene, understanding that it is fully correct only near the Dirac point.
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In these assumptions, the number of mobile charge carriers may be calculated from the density of conduction
electrons in graphene ne (per area unit):
2V · ne
N=
,
(2)
b
where V ≈ hd2 is the island’s volume, b ≈ 0.335 nm is interplanar distance in graphite; factor 2 accounts for both
holes and electrons.
Density ne can be obtained by integration of Fermi distribution:
Z∞
ν(E)dE
ne =
,
(3)
1 + exp(E/kB Te )
0

where ν(E) is energy density of allowed states; E = 0 corresponding to Fermi level. Ignoring the fine details of
the distribution, we can use the known formula for graphene:
gS gV
|E|.
(4)
ν(E) =
2πh̄2 νF2
Here, vF · ≈ 106 m/s is Fermi velocity, gS and gV are spin and valley degeneracy factors. The modulus signifies
equivalent distributions for electrons and holes. Finally, we come to:
1/3

8IφEC τ bh̄2 νF2
.
(5)
Te =
3
πgV gS V kB
For the previously assumed numeric values and typical emission (injection) current from on EC I = 1 µA,
the formula gives physically implausible electron temperature Te ≈ 1.7 · 104 K. At such temperatures, the current
of thermionic emission would be  I. This disagreement could be formally resolved by introduction in (1) of
a Nottingham heat term determined by the excess of emitted electrons’ mean energy over the local Fermi level.
Thus, the model (1) – (5) for injection current I = 1 µA describes emission process as thermionic emission driven
by greatly increased electron temperature in the EC. Notably, broad energy distributions of electrons field-emitted
by carbon films have been described in literature (for instance, in [15]), they corresponded to effective emitter
temperatures as high as ∼ 103 K.
Formula (5) describes very slow dependence of Te (I) which would be additionally slowed by the account of
Nottingham cooling. This can witness of possible relevance of the depicted emission mechanism over a wide range
of current values. For yet lower values of injection current electron energy distributions can be expected to deviate
from quasi-equilibrium Fermi law. Density of states near Fermi level in graphitic carbon is low; hence electron
temperature reduction will result in a rapid decrease of the carrier density. This will slow down thermalization of
hot electrons via electron–electron scattering, the effect further enhanced by large difference in effective masses
between hot and thermalized carriers. Thus, injected hot electrons emission can have greater probability than
thermalization, and electron population would split in two separate groups. In this regime, emitted electrons could
have relatively narrow energy distribution near the highest “phonon bottleneck” position.
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